
 
 

The Crystal Tuner™ 
 

- The bridge between heaven and earth – 
 
 

BioSonics Crystal Tuner – C 4096 Hz - Earth 
 
With a frequency tuned to the pulsation of the Earth, the 
Crystal Tuner amplifies the healing power of crystals 
through sonic vibration. Enhancing a crystal’s ability for light 
conduction and powerful sound healing, when tapped on a 
crystal, this tuning fork forms a bridge between Heaven and 
Earth. When you lightly hold the Crystal and Crystal Tuning 
Fork, a pulsating wave moving between the tuning fork and 
crystal may be felt. 
 
Benefits: 
 

- Powerful sound healing 
- Enhances a crystal’s ability for light conduction 
- Forms a bridge between Heaven and Earth 
- Can be used for cleansing spaces 
- Connecting with subtle emergies 
- Activates any kind of crystal grids 
   

  
Our Crystal Tuner is tuned to a frequency of 4096 cycles per second (cps). This frequency is generated from an 
8cps fundamental tone raised nine octaves (i.e. 8 cps, 32 cps, 64 cps, 128 cps, 256 cps, 512 cps, 1024 cps, 2048 
cps, 4096 cps.) The 8 cps fundamental resonates with the pulsation of the Earth.  
 
The ninth octave of the upper overtone series begins with 4096 cps and is said to open the doorway to angelic 
kingdoms. Alexander Scriaben, the Russian composer, believed that this octave united Heaven and Earth and 
would bring forth a new era. His last composition, Mysterium was to be played in India using bells hung from clouds 
sounding ninth octave harmonics. 
 
* Crystal not included. 
 
Our Crystal Tuner is tuned to a frequency of 4096 cycles per second (cps). This frequency is generated from an 
8cps fundamental tone raised nine octaves (i.e. 8 cps, 32 cps, 64 cps, 128 cps, 256 cps, 512 cps, 1024 cps, 2048 
cps, 4096 cps.)  
 
The 8 cps fundamental resonates with the pulsation of the Earth. The ninth octave of the upper overtone series 
begins with 4096 cps and is said to open the doorway to angelic kingdoms. 
 
Alexander Scriaben, the Russian composer, believed that this octave united Heaven and Earth and would bring 
forth a new era. His last composition, Mysterium was to be played in India using bells hung from clouds sounding 
ninth octave harmonics. 
 
Instructions: 
 
Hold a clear quartz crystal wand in one hand and the crystal tuning fork in your other hand. Gently tap the crystal 
fork on a crystal. Close your eyes and meditate on the sound as well as the feeling of the crystal in your hand. 
When working with another person, hold the crystal off the body with the point towards the area you want to 
energize.  
 



Gently tap the crystal with the tuning fork. Let the sound move gently into the person’s energy field. Visualize it with 
color and/or spinning in a positive direction. There are many possibilities for the Crystal Tuning Fork. Let your 
creativity and healing ability be your guide. 
BioSonics Crystal Tuner - Moon - 3366.72 Hz 
  
With a frequency tuned to the pulsation of the Moon, this Crystal Tuner amplifies 
the healing power of crystals through sonic vibration. The Moon Crystal Tuner is 
tuned to 3366.72 cycles per second (cps). 
 
Tap the Moon Crystal Tuner to help balance your emotions, to slow yourself 
down, to bring about emotional tranquility, softness and a going with the flow 
feeling. 
 
You can also bring about softness with yourself and others, like the flutter of a 
butterfly wing or a hug..  
 
BioSonics Crystal Tuner - Venus - 3539.68 Hz 
 
With a frequency tuned to the pulsation of Venus, this Crystal Tuner amplifies the 
healing power of crystals through sonic vibration. The Venus Crystal Tuner is 
tuned 3539.68 cycles per second (cps). 
 
Tap Venus for love, to bring out the beauty in all your relationships you hold most 
dear, when you need to make a spark, to reignite your passions, to enhance your ability to feel love, to enhance 
your ability to receive and give, increase your ability to feel love and pleasure, to harmonize yourself and love 
yourself. 
 
BioSonics Crystal Tuner - Sun - 4039.04 Hz 
 
With a frequency tuned to the pulsation of the Sun, this Crystal Tuner amplifies 
the healing power of crystals through sonic vibration. The Sun Crystal Tuner is 
tuned to 4039.04 cycles per second (cps). 
 
Tap the Sun Crystal Tuner when you want to bring more light into your life, to 
enhance your sense of strength and motivation and increase your vitality. Also 
use the Sun Crystal Tuner when you want to radiate out from a strong center, tap 
into your enthusiasm and zest for life and determination needed to pursue your 
goals. 
 
BioSonics Crystal Tuner - Jupiter - 2937.28 Hz 
 
With a frequency tuned to the pulsation of Jupiter, this Crystal Tuner amplifies 
the healing power of crystals through sonic vibration. The Jupiter Crystal Tuner is 
tuned to 2937.28 cycles per second (cps). 
 
Tap the Jupiter Crystal Tuner to bring the energy of abundance, good luck, good 
fortune. 
This fork can be used when making airline reservations, or working on your 
computer on a difficult task, to bring luck and ease. 
 
Jupiter enhances openness, trust, optimism, good fortune and brings out a jovial 
spirit of laughter. Allows one to be receptive to grace and the adventures of life. 
 
Instructions: 
 
Hold a rose quartz crystal wand or a clear quartz crystal wand in one hand and the crystal tuning fork in your other 
hand. Gently tap the crystal fork on a crystal. Close your eyes and meditate on the sound as well as the feeling of 
the crystal in your hand. When working with another person, hold the crystal off the body with the point towards the 
area you want to energize. Gently tap the crystal with the tuning fork. Let the sound move gently into the person's 
energy field. Visualize it with color and/or spinning in a positive direction. There are many possibilities for the 
Crystal Tuning Fork. Let your creativity and healing ability be your guide. 
 
* Crystal not included. 
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